OVERVIEW

Cloud Native Security Day is designed to foster collaboration, discussion and knowledge sharing of discuss cloud native security projects and how to best use these to address security challenges and opportunities. The goal is not just to propose solutions that incrementally improve what has come before, but to give room to breakthrough technology and advances in modern security approaches. Topics of sessions and lightning talks presented by expert practitioners include architecture and policy, secure software development, supply chain security, identity and access, forensics, and more.

In addition to engaging sessions, a hosted Capture The Flag (CTF) learning experience will run in parallel to the event for attendees to learn first hand practical attack and defense techniques.

TWEETS
ATTENDEE DEMOGRAPHICS

Total Registration: 1107
Attendees 97% | Speakers 3%

COUNTRY

Cloud Native Security Day Europe 2021 attracted attendees from all over the world, with the highest concentration coming from:

23% United States
12% Germany
8% India
7% United Kingdom
4% Netherlands
4% France
4% Canada

GENDER

77% Men
10% Women
1% Non-binary
11% Preferred Not to Answer

ATTENDEE JOB FUNCTION

34% DevOps/SRE/Sysadmin
25% Architect
16% Developers
6% Students
4% Executives
3% IT Operations
3% Product Manager
10% Other

SURVEY RESULTS

- Overall Experience Rating: 4.2/5
- Most influential sessions:
  - Capture The Flag + Twitch Livestreams
  - Secure Code Development and Lessons Learned from etcd Security Audit - Sahdev Zala, IBM & Hitoshi Mitake, Indeed
  - Top 5 Concerns Every InfoSec Team Has And How To Overcome Them With eBPF - Natalia Reka Ivanko, Isovalent
  - Securing the Software Supply Chain with the in-toto and SPIRE projects - Cole Kennedy & Mikhail Swift BoxBoat Technologies
- Session content matched abstract: 4.2/5
- Length of sessions: Just Right
- What types of content delivery would you like to see at future events?: Workshop, Training, Lightning Talks
- What is the primary reason you attended the event?: For session/education

WATCH SESSIONS ON DEMAND